To the Editor,
In recent years, clinicians have begun to discuss the sound localization abilities of hearing aid users more frequently. This is due in part to hearing aid manufacturers' attempt to remove binaural cue distortion and add pinna cue information in their products. These advancements create a need for, and interest in, binaural hearing research in clinical audiology. This means that for those who are experts in other clinical areas, guidance from the last century of binaural psychoacoustics research (e.g., Stecker & Gallun 2012) would be of great benefit. The importance of connecting clinical research and binaural psychoacoustics is demonstrated by a recent study evaluating the effects of hearing aid technology on sound localization ability (Johnson et al. 2017) . While examining the relationship of localization ability to hearing aid technology is timely and of great interest, we are concerned that the behavioral methods used to examine localization are not appropriate to test the important hypotheses proposed. As a result, we are concerned that the results are potentially misleading. Specifically, (1) the technique used to evaluate premium versus basic hearing aid technology on frontback confusions allowed listeners to move their heads, which we are concerned is a more potent cue than the pinna cue simulations present in the premium (but not basic) hearing aids, and, (2) the response method used for horizontal plane localization involved such large steps in horizontal angle that it is potentially insufficiently sensitive to the differences in localization that would have occurred on the basis of differences in, or even the introduction of, hearing aid technology.
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
A critical decision when designing a localization study is whether or not to control for head movement. Allowing for head movement in the laboratory may better translate to real-world settings, but it needs to be measured and controlled methodologically. Standard practice for free-field sound localization is to fix or control for head movement (Mills 1958; Wightman et al. 1987) . This is essential when evaluating front-back confusions. For example, as you move your head from left to right, even small movements allow listeners to differentiate forward versus backward signals due to the opposing interaural time and level difference cues available at those two locations (forward signal becomes louder in left ear, backward signal becomes louder in right ear). Ibrahim et al. (2013) saw this in effect when they looked at head motion >10° compared to trials with smaller (<10°) head movements; greater head movements resulted in reduced front-back errors. In addition, Brimijoin and Akeroyd (2014) show that self-motion reduces front-back confusions compared with source-motion, for the same degree angle movements. If the goal is to measure front-back confusions produced by different hearing aid technology, head movement must be fixed to eliminate monaural pinna cues and interaural time and level cues.
The second important design choice pertains to the size of the horizontal angles used for the presentation and response scales. To evaluate differences in azimuthal degree error across test conditions, the scale needs to be near the limits of the auditory system under test. Classic psychoacoustic papers evaluating minimal audible angle (MAA), such as Mills (1958) , show thresholds as low as 1° for pure tones presented in front of a listener. With increased azimuthal angle, up to ±45°, MAA remains under 10° across frequency. Using broadband stimuli, such as noise, MAA was around 1° to lateral positions up to 70° and was under ~5° up to 100° azimuth (Perrott & Saberi 1990) . Thus, it is a substantial limitation to restrict localization response to 15°. Results from a limited azimuthal response scale are less likely to reflect small differences in localization. A more appropriate method to evaluate localization thresholds would be to track angular responses by using a laser pointer on an acoustic screen hiding the target speakers or through a response touchscreen allowing the listener to specify any 360° location.
CONCLUSIONS
Do premium hearing aids allow for better localization ability than basic hearing aid technology? In our opinion, Johnson et al.'s (2017) article does not fully answer this question, and any behavioral results should be carefully interpreted. Measurements on KEMAR (Johnson et al. 2017 ; Fig. 3) clearly show large level differences for front versus back signals. With a few minor changes to the methodology (fixing head movement, refining response scale), behavioral differences across premium and basic technology would be more likely to have been observed. The one significant finding that premium aids show fewer errors than basic technology in quiet, high-frequency filtered condition (Johnson et al. 2017; Fig. 6) , is of such a small magnitude that to suggest that it would impact real-world localization appears to us to be an overinterpretation.
Further work on sound localization and modern hearing aids is still needed, especially those accomplished by clinical researchers using appropriate psychoacoustical methods. Going forward, it is important to combine these methods with strong 1 clinical approaches, such as those demonstrated by Johnson et al. (2017) : valid self-report measures and acclimatization to the hearing aids being tested.
As many clinicians know, our patients rarely present themselves at a clinic because of difficulty with sound localization. However, by ensuring that hearing aids do not distort binaural cues, this cue information should be available to those who can use it for localization and potentially other auditory tasks. Sound localization and hearing aids will continue to be a topic of great interest in hearing aid research as manufacturers continue to adjust their premium product algorithms to address binaural cue distortion.
To the Editor:
We appreciate the issues raised by Dr. Diedesch and Dr. Gallun and appreciate the opportunity to respond to their concerns regarding the behavioral methods implemented in our localization research. The primary purpose of the research was to examine the effect of hearing aid technology on horizontal sound localization as it occurs in daily life. Because the purpose of this study was to assess how individuals performed with these hearing technologies in daily listening, laboratory behavioral measures were designed to maximize ecological validity while maintaining reasonable control.
Two issues were raised regarding methodological decisions for the laboratory measures. The first was that we allowed participants to move their heads during the presentation of stimuli, potentially obscuring any additional advantages to horizontal sound location that might have been provided by premium-feature technologies. Although protocols for measuring free-field sound localization often require strict head restraint to maximize experimental control, this is not how hearing aid users function in daily listening. Turning the head to orient to a sound stimulus is a human reflex that is present even in newborns (Muir & Field 1979; Trehub et al. 1981 ). This reflex matures over time and is naturally reinforced in response to daily auditory stimulation (Litovsky 2015) . To increase the real-world authenticity of our laboratory measure, we allowed limited use of this instinctive orienting response. Participants were allowed slight head movements to the right or left of midline after the onset of each 1.3 to 1.4 sec test stimulus. We agree that restraining participants' heads in a fixed position might be advantageous for providing information about the efficacy of some hearing aid features, such as pinna effect simulation, under extremely controlled conditions. However, our study was designed to approximate localization in the real world and was not intended to measure the efficacy of individual hearing aid features under conditions like those described. If the advantages of such signal processing strategies are negated by limited reflexive head turning during the presentation of brief sound stimuli, then these small effects are unlikely to translate to real-world listening benefit. As such, we do not believe that strict restraint of participants' head positions would have been an appropriate design choice for the purposes of this research.
The second concern was that the response scale intervals for the localization task were too large to detect small differences in horizontal localization that might have occurred when listening with different hearing aid technologies. A response scale interval of 15° horizontal azimuth was chosen for this study to provide information about differences in localization that might be practically important for typical hearing aid wearers in realworld listening. To evaluate this choice, it might be helpful to imagine an example when localization would be important in daily listening. Readers might imagine a group of six or eight at a party, having a merry and fast-paced conversation, sitting
